Item #8
______________________________________________________________________

Date:

March 10, 2022

To:

Board of Directors

From:

Board Directors Deppe and Sherris-Watt

Subject:

Housing for the KPPCSD

Background – The Kensington Fire Protection Board has determined that it will no longer provide
space for housing the Kensington Police Department and administrative staff of the KPPCSD in the
Public Safety Building at 217 Arlington Avenue after July 2022. In response, the KPPPCSD has been
looking at other possibilities for permanent housing for the District’s employees.
The KFPD began a survey of needs in 2015 and until March of 2020, it seemed that the KFPD and KPD
could remain in a renovated Public Safety Building. While the KPPCSD Board still hoped for this
resolution throughout 2021, the KFPD voted against this option and has determined they will go
forward in a single use space.

Sites considered
Commercial Properties – The KPPCSD has considered several commercial spaces throughout
Kensington. Details of these searches can be found in the recordings of meetings in 2021, and
January and February of 2022. While these sites provide enough square footage, there are significant
disadvantages, including substantial cost increases over the current space in 217, and lack of
ownership by the District.
The General Manager continues to research possibilities in the event that another space can be
procured for long-term leasing. This option has the advantage of providing housing to the KPD within
a shorter timeline than the options listed below.
EBMUD – East Bay Municipal Utility District holds significant portions of land in Kensington, both
above and below the Arlington. The General Manager and two Board Directors are looking into the
possible acquisition of a small portion of property that would allow the District to build a permanent
police station.
While this is a permanent solution, it would require temporary housing of the KPPCSD for an
extended period.
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Private Residences – The District is exploring whether a private residence located along a centrally
located corridor in Kensington is available for purchase. This property would then be renovated to
house the KPD and possibly administrative offices of the KPPCSD. This planning would involve
possible rezoning and agreement by the County.
Kensington Park, New Construction – From 2015-2018, the KFPD considered this the most promising
solution to housing both fire and police in Kensington. The KPPCSD Board has not supported this idea
due to the prohibitive cost ($12 million estimated in 2018) and desire to preserve public park land.
Kensington Park, Current Buildings – Within Kensington Park, (located at Arlington Avenue and
Kensington Park Road, Kensington) there are three permanent buildings. These include the
Kensington Community Center, aka Youth Hut, at 59 Arlington Avenue, and two buildings commonly
referred to as the Annex at Kensington Park Road across from the tennis courts, and Building E,
approximately at 7 Windsor Ave, near the meadow. The Kensington Community Center was
renovated in 2020 and offers around 4,000 square feet. This space is not ideal for administrative
offices or a police department due to its location in the park and largely open floor plan. It should
remain a meeting and rental space ideal for civic groups, a place for recreation programs and
Kensington community events.
The Annex – The Annex is a 1772 square foot one story building. It is estimated that it was built
around 1950 for use by Kensington Hilltop School. The property was first leased to the District in
1963 and purchased in 1995. The building was rented to Neighborhood School from 1985-2006. The
Kensington Community Council (KCC) had offices in the space until 1999. In 2006, the GM/COP
determined that the building had water damage and left it vacant. The tenants moved up the hill to
property on the kindergarten yard of Kensington School.
The floor structure is slab on grade. While minerals have surfaced through the vinyl flooring (typical
of a concrete slab) no water damage has been observed or smelled by observers from 2016 – present
date. The building offers a 660 square foot northern classroom, and 750 additional square feet that is
partitioned into 2-spaces of approximately 250/500 square feet. Two bathrooms and a large sink are
at the northern end of the building. It has three front entrances, two back entrances, a concrete
front porch and access to a handicapped parking space.
The construction, while needing to be evaluated for seismic strength and the inclusion of hazardous
materials, has quite a bit of charm. It is open and naturally well lit. The placement of entrances, exits
and bathrooms is logical and similar to what is found in the Community Center. An existing overhang
provides a place to wait for students in inclement weather. We would recommend exploring
renovation before committing to removal of the existing structure.
Building E – Building E is the remaining structure from the original Kensington School buildings (A-H),
that were built prior to 1945. An architect’s educated guess dates the building to the late 1930’s. It
was remodeled by the KCC in 1999. The contract between the KPPCSD and the KCC had the latter
providing for all the renovations to the building and then an established rent of $1/year, as long as
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the KCC provided adult and child recreation programs. This has been the case for the last 22 years.
The KCC has also taken care of repairs to the building during this time.
Situated up a small rise at the end of Windsor Avenue, Building E has 2605 square feet, close to an
ideal amount for the KPPCSD. Its location to available parking and street access makes it the best fit
for supplying a police station to Kensington residents. Officers on patrol would not need to drive
through Kensington Park, an area with heavy foot traffic and playing children during weekday
afternoons. This location has easy foot access to Highland Avenue and Hilltop School. With the
proposed addition of a driveway from the parking pad to Arlington Avenue, police officers would
have quick access to Kensington’s busiest thoroughfare. This location also has better access to
telephone lines necessary for the evolving technological needs of policing.
Notes – The documents prepared by Muller & Caulfield in 2012, contains some assumptions that are
disagreed with by the writers of this report. We believe additional study would be required to
determine information that is factual for 2022.
The Annex is referred to as having “E” occupancy in the Muller & Caulfield report, this is not to be
confused with Building E.
Recommendation – Given the currents needs of the KPPCSD and the KPD, the desire to keep
excellent recreational programming for the citizens of Kensington and the students of Kensington
Hilltop school, with acknowledgement of budgetary and time constraints and the added weight of
public opinion generally against adding additional buildings to Kensington Park, we recommend
pursuing relocation of the headquarters of the KASEP recreation program and classroom spaces to
The Annex and moving the Kensington Police Department and the administrative offices of the
KPPCSD into Building E.
These buildings both require renovation to make them ideal. The KPD and KASEP programmers must
be active partners and advisors in determining the necessary upgrades to make spaces that meet the
needs of their users and adhere to legal and safety requirements.
The best timeline, should excellent temporary quarters be available for the KPD, is to begin acquiring
all the necessary studies, including studying zoning regulations and environmental impact in order
make final cost predictions and allow the Board to determine feasibility.
We acknowledge that this plan has negative aspects, but feel it is the best suggestion for the longterm housing of the KPD, the continuation of community services and the maintenance and
protection of Kensington Park.
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Year of Construction

The Annex
1950 (estimate)

Building E
1938 (estimate)
Year of renovation – 1999

Square Footage

1772

2605

Seismic Analysis

needed

Pest Report

completed 2019,
approximately $28,000
zoned for the scope of
recreation programs
2, neither currently ADA
handicapped space
adjacent

prepared for Hilltop in 2008,
should be redone for
renovation
needed

Zoning
Bathrooms
Parking

Architectural Drawings
Costs
Additional
recommendations

needed based on proposed
use
unknown
Creating a concrete
retaining wall and adding a
roomy rear porch for
recreational activities.
Additional space could be
garnered by extending the
south wall or improving the
meadow side with a
concrete pad and adding
picnic tables.

To be determined
2, 1 of which is ADA
handicapped space adjacent,
possibility for additional
spaces in the turnaround
below the building
needed based on proposed
use
unknown
Exploring the possibility of a
driveway that extends from
the turnaround at the end of
Windsor to Arlington Avenue
for police vehicles. This
would run along the outside
boundary of Kensington Park
and provide quick access
during emergencies.

Attachments:
• Muller & Caulfield Kensington Park Buildings Master Plan March 8, 2021
• Kensington Park Screen Shot
• Pest Report 59 Arlington

Kensington Park Buildings
Master Plan
Kensington, CA
March 8, 2012
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Annex
History'and'Current'Conditions'
The!date!of!original!construction!of!the!Annex!
building!is!unknown,!although!an!educated!guess!
would!put!the!construction!in!the!late!1940’s!or!
early!1950’s.!!The!building!was!presumably!
constructed!to!house!two!classrooms!for!use!by!
Kensington!School,!before!the!entire!school!moved!
up!the!hill!to!its!current!site!in!the!1950’s.!!The!
school!district!leased!the!property!to!KCSD!in!1963,!
along!with!the!land!now!occupied!by!the!tennis!
courts!and!play!area.!!It!was!purchased!by!KCSD,!
along!with!a!cluster!of!ten!other!small!buildings!
(buildings!A!through!K),!in!1995.!!!

Front of Annex with covered porch, as seen from parking lot.

KCSD!leased!the!building!to!a!day!care!provider!
(the!Neighborhood!School)!from!1985_2006.!!The!KCC!offices!were!
also!in!the!building!until!the!renovation!of!Building!E!was!
completed!in!1999.!!The!building!has!been!vacant!since!2006.!
The!Annex!can!be!described!as!a!“modular”!building,!but!because!it!
is!slab!on!grade!it!is!not!a!“portable”.!!!
The!building!is!currently!divided!into!two!classrooms,!with!an!
office!and!entrance!in!the!center.!Bathrooms!at!the!north!end!of!the!
building!appear!to!have!been!added!after!the!original!construction.!!
The!office!in!the!center!was!also!partitioned!off!from!the!south!
classroom,!perhaps!at!the!same!time.!
No!original!drawings!of!the!building!or!of!the!bathroom!addition!
are!available.!
Construction!date!

Unknown.!!Educated!guess:!1945_1955.!
Date!of!bathroom!addition!is!unknown.!

Architect!

Unknown!original!architect.!
Jason!Kaldis,!proposed!2008!remodel!

Annex interior, with painted wood arches. Large windows
face east; high windows face the covered walkway.

Jack!Griffith,!2008!plans!for!site!
improvements!(not!built)!
Building!size!

1772!sq.!ft,!one_story!

Meeting/!activity!
rooms!

660!sq!ft!north!classroom!(22.5’!x!29’)!

Occupancy!

E!(education)!

500!sq!ft!south!classroom!
South!classroom!could!be!750!sq!ft!if!
partition!removed.!
Proposal!to!convert!the!building!to!A_3!
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Floor!structure!

Slab!on!grade.!

Floor!finishes!

Vinyl!tile!typical.!!Tile!and!mastic!contain!
asbestos..!

Walls!

End!walls:!stud!construction.!
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Side!walls:!post!and!beam!single_wall!
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construction,!with!plywood!sheathing!
spanning!between!structural!arches.!!No!
studs.!

!
!
Wall!finishes!

Exterior!is!wood!shingles!with!12”!to!the!
weather,!except!south!wall!has!standard!
replacement!shingles.!
Interior:!Painted!plywood!or!tack!board.!

Roof!

Unknown.!!Assume!composition!roof.!

Roof!structure!

Three_hinged!shaped!arches!spaced!4’!
apart.!!2_3/4”!thick,!glu_laminated!wood.!!
No!joists!between!arches.!

!
!
Ceiling!

Structure!unknown,!but!must!be!thick!
enough!to!span!4’!between!arches.!!2x!roof!
sheathing?!1_1/8”!plywood?!!

Heating!

Suspended!gas!space!heaters.!

Insulation!

No!insulation?!

Ventilation!

Operable!windows!
No!mechanical!ventilation.!

Above: The front porch. The closest door gives direct
access to a bathroom.

Windows!

Below: View from the back yard, showing variety of types of
glazing.

!

Wood!frame,!some!fiberglass!replacement!
windows.!!Glazing!is!a!random!combination!
of!clear!glass,!acrylic,!and!fiberglass.!

Exterior!doors!

Solid,!no!vision!panels!
Issues:'
Aesthetics:!Although!the!interior!spaces!are!
attractive,!with!the!exposed!arches!and!large!
window!areas,!the!exterior!of!the!building!as!
seen!from!the!parking!area!is!not!appealing.!The!
solid!doors!and!high!windows!preclude!any!
views!into!the!building!and!make!the!building!
look!forbidding;!the!overall!form!is!so!simple!as!
to!be!uninteresting;!the!painted!shingle!siding!
looks!dated;!the!overall!composition!of!doors,!
windows,!and!siding!is!not!pleasing.!!Lack!of!
“curb!appeal”!has!probably!reduced!demand!for!
potential!rentals!of!the!building.!!If!the!building!is!
to!be!remodeled,!these!aesthetics!issues!should!
be!addressed.!

The!existing!window!glazing!is!a!seemingly!random!combination!of!
clear!glass!and!patterned!glazing.!!Aesthetics!will!be!improved!by!
replacing!all!the!glass!with!clear!glazing.!
Function:!The!bathrooms!are!at!the!north!end!of!the!building,!
entered!from!inside!the!north!classroom.!This!configuration!makes!
it!difficult!to!use!the!building!for!two!independent!activities!at!the!
same!time,!since!students!from!one!classroom!would!need!to!
disrupt!activities!in!the!other!classroom!in!order!to!get!to!the!
bathroom.!!Consideration!should!be!given!to!moving!the!bathrooms!
to!a!more!central!location,!especially!since!they!will!need!to!be!
reconfigured!in!any!case!to!satisfy!the!need!for!accessibility.!
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Potential!users!of!the!building!have!noted!that!the!building!has!no!
kitchen!or!kitchenette,!which!also!limits!some!potential!uses.!
Change'of'Occupancy:''The!building!was!built!as!classrooms,!and!
presumably!still!keeps!this!“E”!occupancy!in!the!eyes!of!the!
building!department,!with!a!calculated!occupant!load!of!70!
occupants.!!Continued!use!for!a!day!care!facility!or!for!KCC!classes!
would!not!constitute!a!change!of!use.!!Use!of!the!building!primarily!
for!community!events!would!constitute!a!change!of!occupancy!to!
“A_3”,!or!assembly!occupancy.!!!The!building!occupant!load!would!
increase!to!94!to!104!occupants!if!seated!at!tables!as!many!as!200!
occupants!if!seated!theater!style!in!chairs.!Since!this!is!a!higher!
number!of!occupants!than!the!current!70,!the!building!would!need!
to!be!brought!up!to!code!as!applicable!for!the!higher!occupancy.!
Change!of!occupancy!will!trigger!code!requirements!for!a!number!
of!upgrades!to!the!building,!from!seismic!to!mechanical,!electrical,!
and!energy!efficiency.!!Additional!toilet!facilities!would!be!needed!
for!the!higher!number!of!occupants.!!Three!toilets!for!women!are!
required!by!the!2010!California!Building!Code;!one!toilet!plus!a!
urinal!is!required!for!the!men.!
Accessibility:'The!existing!bathrooms!are!not!accessible.!!See!the!
list!of!other!accessibility!issues!in!the!Appendix.!
Seismic:!It!is!not!known!if!it!was!built!in!compliance!with!the!Field!
Act,!which!requires!schools!to!resist!earthquakes.!!The!Field!Act!
requiring!seismically!safe!schools!was!passed!in!1933.!!However,!
its!application!to!temporary!portable/!modular!classrooms!evolved!
over!the!years!and!may!not!have!applied!to!this!structure.!

Above: Aftermath of water intrusion, winter 2011.
Below: Single-wall construction. Insulated stud walls could
be added between the existing arches.

At!first!glance,!this!building!appears!to!have!little!or!no!seismic!
resistance.!!If!it!was!built!to!Field!Act!standards,!if!might!be!better!
than!it!seems.!!In!any!case,!previous!shear!walls!may!have!been!
compromised!by!later!additions,!such!as!the!exterior!bathroom!
door!to!the!front!porch!in!what!was!formerly!a!shear!wall.!
Foundations'and'Settlement:''No!original!plans!of!the!building!
have!been!located,!and!the!dimensions!of!existing!foundations!are!
not!known.!!Investigation!will!be!needed!to!determine!the!capacity!
to!resist!seismic!loads.!!!
The!slab!on!grade!interior!floor!is!not!noticeably!cracked!or!out!of!
level.!!The!porch!slab!(under!the!overhang),!however,!is!tilted,!
cracked,!and!pulling!away!from!the!building.!!This!causes!a!
problem!for!wheelchair!access!to!the!main!entrances!to!the!
building.!!Since!the!slab!has!settled,!it!could!be!repaired!by!pouring!
a!new!topping!slab!to!make!it!match!the!level!of!the!slab!inside,!
with!a!1%!slope!away!from!the!building!for!drainage.!
Drainage:!!Various!problems!have!been!noted!with!the!drainage!on!
the!uphill!side!of!the!building.!!Water!comes!down!the!hillside!and!
must!be!led!away!by!the!underground!drains!around!the!building!
foundation!that!were!installed!(?)!about!10!years!ago.!!These!
drains,!assuming!they!exist,!are!apparently!clogged!or!overloaded,!
since!water!was!noted!seeping!through!the!floor!slab!after!a!
rainstorm!in!September!2011.!!A!retaining!wall!at!the!existing!back!
yard!fence!line,!with!drainage!above!it,!could!help!to!divert!the!
hillside!water!before!it!gets!to!the!building!drain.!
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There!is!also!a!downspout!at!the!NE!corner!of!the!building!that!is!
not!connected!to!the!building!drain!that!could!contribute!to!the!
problem.!
Entry'Stairs:!The!parking!lot!is!about!8’!lower!than!the!building!
porch!at!the!north!end,!sloping!up!to!match!the!porch!grade!to!the!
south!of!the!building.!!Original!stairs!leading!to!the!center!of!the!
porch!were!recently!removed!because!they!were!unsafe.!New!stairs!
should!be!provided!as!part!of!any!remodel!of!the!building.!!
The!design!of!the!new!stairs!and!associated!landings!and!railings!
can!be!treated!as!an!opportunity!to!improve!the!appearance!of!the!
front!of!the!building.!
Remodel'or'tear9down?!!If!the!building!is!to!have!a!major!
remodel,!the!value!of!the!current!building!is!that!it!provides!a!
foundation,!floor!slab,!and!structural!shell!that!could!be!used!as!a!
framework!for!new!construction.!!Studs,!insulation,!electrical!
wiring,!etc.!can!be!added!between!the!existing!wood!arches!to!
make!a!more!permanent!and!energy_efficient!building.!!!
If!the!building!is!to!remain!in!use!as!classrooms!or!day!care,!then!a!
limited!remodel!such!as!the!one!described!below!may!be!sufficient.!!!
In!either!case,!the!cost!of!a!remodel!should!be!compared!to!the!cost!
of!new!construction,!since!the!existing!building!may!not!provide!
much!value!and!remodel!costs!are!typically!higher!than!new!
construction!costs.!
Annex'Plans'2008'
Plans!were!drawn!by!Jason!Kaldis!for!limited!repairs!necessary!to!
re_occupy!the!building!as!a!child!care!center,!including!expanding!
the!bathrooms!to!meet!accessibility!requirements!and!electrical!
upgrades!to!meet!code.!!The!cost!estimate!was!about!$140,000!(or!
about!$80!per!square!foot).!!This!cost!estimate!did!not!include!the!
necessary!site!work,!nor!did!it!include!the!additional!costs,!such!as!
prevailing!wages,!required!for!a!publicly!bid!project.!
Additional!insulation!and!other!energy!conservation!measures!will!
be!required!in!addition!to!work!shown!in!these!plans!to!comply!
with!the!new!California!Energy!Code,!which!went!into!effect!in!
2010.!
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Building E
History'and'Current'Conditions'
Building!E!is!currently!leased!and!used!exclusively!by!the!
Kensington!Community!Council!(KCC),!a!non_profit!organization!
which!publishes!the!Outlook!and!runs!the!Kensington!After!School!
Enrichment!Program!(KASEP)!as!well!summer!cay!camp!and!other!
classes!for!adults!and!children.!The!building!contains!the!KCC!office!
as!well!as!three!classroom!spaces.!!!
The!date!of!original!construction!of!Building!E!is!unknown.!!An!
educated!guess!would!put!the!construction!between!1933!and!
1945,!based!on!the!fact!that!diagonal!wood!boards!were!used!
instead!of!plywood.!!The!1999!plans!label!the!former!use!of!the!
rooms!as!a!library!and!school!offices.!!!
The!building!was!essentially!rebuilt!when!it!was!remodeled!in!
1999_2000.!!KCC!reports!that!the!building!is!currently!“very!
functional”,!with!only!some!minor!problems!with!the!floor!tiles.'
Construction!date!
Architect!

Unknown.!!Educated!guess:!1933_1945.!
Unknown!original!architect.!
Deborah!Lane,!1999!remodel!(assisted!by!
volunteer!architect!Bart!Jones).!

Building!size!

2605!sq.!ft,!one_story!

Meeting/!activity!
rooms!

840!sq!ft!classroom!“A”!(23’!x!36.5’)!
670!sq!ft!classroom!“B/C”!
345!sq.!ft.!classroom!“D”!
321!sq!ft!office.!

Occupancy!

E!(education)!

Floor!structure!

Wood!frame!over!crawl!space.!

Floor!finishes!

Vinyl!tile!typical.!!!

Walls!

Stud!construction.!

Wall!finishes!

Exterior!horizontal!wood!siding.!
Interior:!Painted!gypsum!wall!board.!

Roof!

Composition!shingles.!

Roof!structure!

Wood!frame.!!!Small!attic!space.!

Ceiling!

Flat!gyp!board,!12’!high!

Heating!

2_!forced!air!furnaces!in!attic!space..!

Insulation!

Insulated.!!Plans!specify!R_11!walls,!R_18!
ceiling,!R_19!floors.!

Ventilation!

Operable!windows!
Furnaces!provide!ventilation.!

Windows!

Aluminum!framed,!double!glazed.!

Exterior!doors!

!
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Seismic:!!Seismic!upgrade!was!done!as!part!of!1999!remodel.!!
Added!shear!plywood!to!cripple!walls,!hold!downs,!etc.!!Structural!
plans!appear!very!complete.!!It!seems!reasonable!to!assume!
complete!seismic!upgrade!was!done!per!the!code!at!the!time,!and!
building!is!basically!OK.!

Fault Zone
“Cities and counties shall require, prior to the approval of a
project located in a seismic hazard zone, a geotechnical report
defining and delineating any seismic hazard. If the city or county
finds that no undue hazard of this kind exists, based on
information resulting from studies conducted on sites in the
immediate vicinity of the project and of similar soil composition
to the project site, the geotechnical report may be waived”
From the Alquist-Priolo Fault Zoning Act

All!three!of!the!park!buildings!are!located!within!the!Alquist_Priolo!
seismic!hazard!zone!(“Fault!Zone”),!due!to!proximity!to!the!
Hayward!fault.!!The!Fault!Zone!is!a!strip!of!land,!typically!about!
1000’!wide,!defined!by!the!California!State!Geologist!as!being!above!
or!adjacent!to!a!known!trace!of!an!active!earthquake!fault.!The!goal!
of!the!Alquist_Priolo!legislation!is!to!prevent!buildings!from!being!
built!on!top!of!active!fault!traces,!since!fault!movement!below!a!
building!will!tear!any!structure!in!two,!regardless!of!its!structural!
design.!
Appendix!A!includes!copies!of!maps!included!in!the!March!31,!2008!
report!by!Alan!Kropp!prepared!for!Kensington!Elementary!School,!
which!is!adjacent!to!Kensington!Park.!!These!maps!show!the!
eastern!edge!of!the!fault!zone!roughly!along!the!property!line!
between!the!park!and!the!school.!!!
The!reason!that!fault!zones!include!approximately!500’!on!each!
side!of!the!known!fault!is!that!additional,!previously!unknown!
active!fault!traces!frequently!occur!in!the!immediate!area!of!a!
currently!mapped!trace.!!Current!state!law!requires!a!special!
geotechnical!investigation!and!report!for!any!new!building!in!the!
fault!zone,!as!well!as!for!any!remodel!that!exceeds!50!percent!of!the!
value!of!the!structure!or!adds!more!than!50!percent!of!the!existing!
floor!area!of!the!structure.!!The!purpose!of!this!investigation!is!to!
show!there!are!no!active!faults!below!the!existing!building,!and!to!
preclude!any!new!construction!on!top!of!an!active!fault.!
A!subsurface!investigation!and!geotechnical!report!was!done!in!
1988!for!the!youth!hut!expansion,!which!found!no!active!faults!in!
the!immediate!area!of!the!youth!hut.!!This!investigation!may!be!
sufficient!to!allow!new!remodeling!of!the!building!without!
additional!study.!!It!is!also!possible!that!the!1988!investigation!
could!be!extrapolated!to!apply!to!a!new!structure!to!replace!the!
Annex,!since!the!Annex!is!in!the!immediate!vicinity.!!The!County!
building!department!would!need!to!approve!this.!
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Classroom B/C
670 Sq Ft

Main Room
1815 Sq Ft

Main Room
1815 Sq Ft

Community Center
M

Meeting Room 3
440 Sq Ft

Meeting Room 2
340 Sq Ft

Annex as single 1410 sq ft room
compared to 1815 sq ft main
room of Community Center.

Community Center

Meeting Room 3
440 Sq Ft

Meeting Room 1
357 Sq Ft

Classroom A
840 Sq Ft

Building E

Office
321 Sq Ft

Classroom D
345 Sq Ft

This can be a useful tool, for example, in deciding if a
given activity in the Community Center could be
accommodated instead in the Annex.!

Classroom B/C
670 Sq Ft

Meeting Room 2
340 Sq Ft

Classroom B and Office
750 Sq Ft

Classroom A
660 Sq Ft

Annex

Classroom B and Office
750 Sq Ft
Office
321 Sq Ft

Classroom A
840 Sq Ft

Meeting Room 1
357 Sq Ft

Building E

The diagram at left illustrates the relative sizes of the
meeting and classrooms spaces available in each of
the park buildings. The rectangle for each room
represents the actual proportions of the room as well
as its relative size. Dimensions are net of closets and
full height storage cabinets.

Classroom D
345 Sq Ft

Classroom A
660 Sq Ft

Annex

Room Size Diagram
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